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Disclaimer

• Certain information set forth in this presentation contains “forward-looking information” under applicable securities laws. Except for statements of 
historical fact, information contained herein constitutes forward-looking statements and includes, but is not limited to, the (i) projected financial 
performance of the Company; (ii) completion of, and the use of proceeds from, the sale of the shares being offered hereunder; (iii) the expected 
development of the Company’s business, projects and joint ventures; (iv) execution of the Company’s vision and growth strategy, including with 
respect to future M&A activity and global growth; (v) sources and availability of third-party financing for the Company’s projects; (vi) completion of 
the Company’s projects that are currently underway, in development or otherwise under consideration; (vi) renewal of the Company’s current 
customer, supplier and other material agreements; and (vii) future liquidity, working capital, and capital requirements. Forward-looking statements 
are provided to allow potential investors the opportunity to understand management’s beliefs and opinions in respect of the future so that they may 
use such beliefs and opinions as one factor in evaluating an investment.

• These statements are not guarantees of future performance and undue reliance should not be placed on them. Such forward-looking 
statements necessarily involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties, which may cause actual performance and financial results in future 
periods to differ materially from any projections of future performance or result expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements.

• Although forward-looking statements contained in this presentation are based upon what management of the Company believes are 
reasonable assumptions, there can be no assurance that forward-looking statements will prove to be accurate, as actual results and future 
events could differ materially from those anticipated in such statements. The Company undertakes no obligation to update forward-
looking statements if circumstances or management’s estimates or opinions should change except as required by applicable securities laws. 
The reader is cautioned not to place undue reliance on forward-looking statements.

• This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities of the Company, and the Company is not 
soliciting any investment from this presentation. Offers to sell or solicitations of offers to buy securities of the Company will be made pursuant to the 
registration requirements of the Securities Act of 1933, or regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission, and under relevant state securities 
laws; or in accordance with lawful exemptions from registration requirements under applicable federal and state securities laws and regulations.



Double Down Holdings Inc. is set to become the 
leader in the CBD extract industry

• Double Down Holdings Inc. is the developer of 
the revolutionary products of Double Down CBD 
and Double Down for Pets

• Our dedication is to produce the best and 
purest CBD products 

• We deliver nature’s intention to allow people to 
live their lives to the fullest – from Farm to 
Tincture



Double Down certainly defines us as a company…

Double Down| 

to become more 
tenacious, zealous, or 
resolute in a position or 
undertaking
Merriam Webster

We are zealously confident that we have the most 

effective product on the market, that we are tenacious in 

our resolve and resolute in our commitment to deliver 

that product to you

We have developed a unique, patent-pending extraction 

process that enables us to double and even triple the 

amount of fast acting high absorption CBD which allows 

the consumer to experience much more impactful 

effects in a super fast manner



Double Down CBD offers unique differentiators

Unique Extraction Process
• Solvent free (no harmful or toxic agents)
• Maximum potency with ZERO dilution
• Hand crafted in small batches to tightly

control potency, purity and quality
• Ecologically friendly with zero waste

Hemp Flower Based
• Naturally higher amount of CBD
• Full spectrum extract instead of use of 

isolate allows entourage effect with all 
other natural cannabinoids

• Grown in the US under strict quality 
guidelines 

All Natural- Fully Organic
• Organic farm to tincture philosophy
• All natural ingredients
• Organic processing
• GMO and pesticide free

Water Soluble – Fast Absorption
• No use of oil as carrier agent leads to 

higher absorption
• Stable product with long shelf life
• No unpleasant flavor from oils
• Endless possibilities for addition to drinks 

and foods

See the Difference, Taste the Difference, Feel the Difference!



In our CBD products we only use high grade, 
organic hemp flower

• Hemp has naturally a higher amount of 
CBD, which is the non-psychoactive 
compound of the plant

• Vast medical and wellness benefits 
• Hemp CBD with less than 0.3% THC is legal 

in the U.S. 
• Hemp CBD is legal in most parts of  Europe 

(including UK, Germany, France, Italy, 
Switzerland)

CBD: Non-psychoactive compound with vast medical and wellness benefits 
THC: Psychoactive compound, commonly refer to as getting "high" or being "stoned“

Cannabis
Has two species…

Hemp Marijuana

Contains 20%+ CBD and 
less than 0.3% THC

Contains 10%+ CBD and 
more than 20% THC



We developed a unique process that enables us to 
produce full spectrum, high potency CBD extract

• Patent pending methodology that 
combines heat and pressure 

• Preserves all natural compounds of 
hemp

• No dilution through other foreign 
substances 

• Produces full spectrum, high potency 
CBD that contains all the compounds 
that are naturally in the plant 
including terpenes, essential oils and 
other cannabinoids

Hemp with ~120 natural compounds 
called cannabinoids

Full Spectrum CBD 



Double Down CBD has shown to be significantly 
effective in helping people with many conditions

Source: U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, National Center for PTSD, Arthritis Foundation, Migraine Research Foundation, Multiple Sclerosis Association, 
Center for Epilepsy

Stress & Anxiety
~20% of people in 
the U.S. suffering 

from anxiety related 
disorders

Inflammation & 
Arthritis

About 1.5 M people 
in the U.S. have 

rheumatoid arthritis

Attention 
Disorder

4.4% of the adult US 
population has 

ADHD

Sleeping Disorder
40 million people in 
the U.S. suffer from 

chronic sleep 
disorders

Post-traumatic 
Stress Disorder
7-8% of people in 

the U.S. have PTSD 
at some point in 

their lives

Migraines & 
Headaches

12 % of adults in the 
U.S. have migraine, 
and 4 million have 
chronic migraine

Menstrual & 
Menopausal Pain
80% of women suffer 

from various 
symptoms (including 

pain)

Strains & Pain 
from Exercise

52% people in the 
U.S. exercise 

regularly 

Seizure inducing 
syndrome

1.2 percent of U.S. 
people have active 

epilepsy 

Multiple Sclerosis 
400,000 people in 

the U.S. are affected

Including, but not limited to the following…

Please understand that the statements about our product are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease. There is 

insufficient, high quality evidence that CBD is effective for the mentioned conditions. 



Beta Testing has shown very positive and life 
enhancing results for Double Down CBD users

“I’ve been a woman of many ailments for 
most of my life. Being on many different 
pharmaceuticals for pain and anxiety, 
nothing felt like it helped without doing 
some other type of harm. I’ve tried other 
CBD products on the market and I couldn’t 
quite experience the benefits that I had 
heard about. When I tried Double Down 
for the first time, I was in instant relief. The 
texture and taste was unlike anything I had 
tried before, it tasted like it had been 
pulled right from the earth. It’s potent and 
organic taste directly correlates to the 
immediate effect it had on my pain and 
anxiety. I take it daily, nightly and as 
needed. I experience a lot of headaches 
and every time I have one, I take a drop of 
double down and can literally feel the 
headache dissipating. I love this product so 
much and am deeply grateful for it”

Julia A, West Hollywood California

"I have tried many CBD oil products to 
try to aid sleep. Many have a distinctly 
unpleasant flavour and none have 
suited me well. With many, I'd wake 
feeling groggy and dulled.
I discovered Double Down's CBD oil 
just recently and find it to be, by far, 
the most palatable flavour. Now, for 
the first time, I am able to sleep 
through the night. I wake feeling fresh 
and unaffected by any after effects. I 
must say I now feel mended!”

Phil H, London UK

“I started taking Double Down CBD 6 
months after my knee replacement. I 
had never even considered using CBD 
prior. The first day I took it, I slept 
through the night for the first time 
since my surgery. I’ve also had 
tremendous relief of my migraine 
headaches. Its effectiveness exceeds 
my wildest expectations”

Geri P, Warwick Rhode Island

• Double Down CBD’s beta test users all reported significant wellness affects 
from their initial usage

• Our users stated that the effects were immediate
• Issues facing our beta users consisted of but were not limited to: Arthritis, 

Bell’s Palsy, PTSD, Insomnia, Anxiety, MS, Menstrual Pain and Migraine 
Headaches



We apply an organic and sustainable philosophy 
across the entire value chain

Organic Farm to Tincture Philosophy

Extraction & Processing
Ingredient 
Sourcing

• Traceability of all ingredients

• Organic farming from seed to plant

• Natural ingredients: organic hemp flower 
and organic glycerin

• Licensed US producers

• All natural, no pesticides, gluten free

• Organic process

• Solvent free extraction

• Sustainable facility

• No additives



Double Down plans to offer targeted CBD extract 
products for the human and the pet market

Double Down CBD Double Down - Pets

• CBD Extracts in two sizes:
• The Double CBD (30 ml and 60ml)
• Fifty Fifty CBD & CBG (30 ml and 60 

ml)
• Additional strengths:

• Super Fifty Fifty (30ml)
• Topicals

• Oral tincture for canine
• Chewables for Canine
• Inner ear topical with custom 

transdermal applicator for Feline and 
Canine

• Chewables and licks for Equine



CBD is one of the highest growth markets in the 
U.S. 

U.S. CBD Market Forecast in USD Bn

Source: Brightfield Group
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Growth Drivers of CBD

• Continuing legalization of CBD 

• Growing consumer interest and 
acceptance as well as increasing belief in 
medical & wellness benefits

• Growing number of form factors and 
applications

• Increasing availability through diverse and 
more mainstream distribution channels, as 
well as leading drugstores chains

48%

compound annual 
growth rate



And there are more opportunities for growth in 
the evolving European markets

• The largest CBD markets in Europe today 
are the UK and Austria, each of which 
made up an early $80 million market in 
2018

• The UK is expected to remain a market 
leader over the medium-term, though 
Germany’s growth is expected to outpace 
that of other EU countries

• One key growth driver is countries, such as 
Switzerland and Spain, that are building 
out and improving regulations surrounding 
product quality boosting consumer 
confidence

Source: Brightfield Group
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European CBD Market Forecast in USD Bn

44%

compound annual 
growth rate



The CBD market is still newly evolving with a very 
fragmented competitive field

• Very fragmented market with more 
than 1000 CBD brands operating in 
the space

• More sophisticated players are 
developing 

• Demand higher than supply leaves 
growth opportunities

• Branding and channel access will be 
key to winning in the market

Source: Brightfield

Top 10 CBD Brands 



Double Down’s Go-to-Market Model

Direct-to-Consumer Sales Channel Sales Retail Sales

Marketing 

• Online
• Monthly subscription
• Collaboration with 

condition-specific support 
groups

• Consumer-to-Consumer 
Sales

• Mainstream chain 
retailers

• Dispensaries
• Drugstores
• CBD only stores
• Vape- and Smoke Shops
• Natural Food Stores
• Online Stores

• Social Media Channels (incl. Influencers, Community Forums) 
• Trade Shows
• Speaking events
• Events and collaboration with condition-specific support groups
• Monthly newsletter to subscribers

• Wholesale
• Specialty distributors



Projected Distribution Channel Split

Demand Forecast By Channel 
100%

10%

30%

60%

Direct-to-Consumer Channel Sales Retail Sales Total Sales

Source: Double Down Holdings Inc. estimate
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Double Down Holdings Inc. Sales Forecast

• Sales forecast based on pre-orders and 
initial channel due diligence for Double 
Down CBD and Double Down Pets

• Production capacity and ingredient supply 
designed to meet forecasted growth

• Expected EBITDA 30% (in line with industry 
benchmarks)

• Forecast based on U.S. market

Source: Double Down Holdings Inc. estimate

Sales Forecast in USD M



Double Down Holdings Inc. Organization

Double Down 
CBD

Double Down -
Pets

Ticket Corp

Double Down Holdings 
Inc.

• CBD Products for 
Human Market

• CBD Products for  
Canine, Feline 
and Equine

• Event based 
ticket sales

• Double Down Holdings Inc. is a new 

company that has emerged from Ticket 

Corp. (established and fully reporting 

since 2013)

• Ticket Corp made the move to diversify its 

focus and migrate away from event-based 

product offerings

• The company is in the process of filing for 

a ticker symbol with FINRA to begin 

trading on the OTC marketplace

• Double Down Holdings Inc. is a fully 

reporting, fully operational SEC company



The Team- Confident & Experienced

Russel Rheingrover Fred Angelopoulos Jonathan Boys Ryan Mayer

• Over 25 years of experience in 

successfully building and 

developing emerging 

companies and technologies

• Deep expertise in developing 

successful go-to-market 

strategies including channel 

and key account development 

as well as strategic 

partnerships 

• Former Director of Retail and 

Channel Sales for Hitachi in 

North America 

• Founder and CEO of Jiffy 

Tickets one of the most 

successful live event sales and 

marketing company’s in the 

Silicon Valley

• Over 30 years of experience in 
helping to develop and 
accelerate emerging 
technology companies

• Instrumental in taking 5 
companies public, incl. 
Symantec, Adobe Systems,  
Pure Depth, Pulse 
Entertainment and Maverick 
Technologies

• CEO of Maverick Technology 
Solutions (MVRK), a market 
leading extraction technology 
and product company with 
focus in the CBD and Cannabis 
essential oils and extracts 
markets

• Over 30 years of experience in 
sales and business 
development, project 
management in real-estate 
development

• Managed portfolios of high-end 
projects for private as well as 
corporate clients 

• Extensive experience in how to 
execute business strategies in 
the most dynamic 
environments. 

• Experienced in raising capital 
for technology and CBD start-
up companies

• Mechanical engineer, product 
designer and inventor for over 
15 years

• Designed and launched 
multiple products in his career 
including consumer-based 
products that were carried by 
major retail brands 

• Over three years of experience 
of developing, producing and 
marketing of CBD related 
technology and products

• Founder and President of 
Maverick Technology Solutions 
(OTC: MVRK) a market leading 
extraction technology and 
product company with focus in 
the CBD and Cannabis 
essential oils and extracts 
markets



Milestones Ahead

• Launch of Double Down CBD Products – Q2 2020
• Launch of Double Down Pet Products – Q3 2020
• FINRA Filing for OTC Ticker Symbol – Q4 2020



Contact us

www.doubledowncbd.com

Investor Relations:
• investorrelations@doubledownholdingsinc.com

Sales & Distribution:
• sales@doubledowncbd.com

http://www.doubledowncbd.com/

